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In the early 197Os, the club of Rome drew people’s 
attention - in a manner which has gone down in history - to 
the finite nature of world energy resources and to the 
inevitability of a crisis, in view of the consumption trend 
prevailing at the time. Twenty-five years later, the energy 
scene has changed completely and present concerns are very 
different, and yet paradoxically very similar. True to the 
spirit of the club of Rome, we are today concerned with global 
conservation, with stabilizing CO2 emissions and more gen- 
erally with sustainable development. 

I don’t need to tell energy specialists that our industry is 
a long-term one, with periods of adaptation that last decades 
and fundamental characteristics that shape its structure and 
prevail in spite of all the evolutions that the industry has 
undergone. The share of fossil fuels in the world energy 
balance was around 95 percent in 1970 and today stands at 90 
percent. Within a foreseeable future, that is within the next 
25 years, scenarios predict only a slight decrease to the 80- 
85 percent level. We are today faced with energy prices, 
before tax, that are similar, in real value, to those of 1973, 
and questions, that were pertinent at the beginning of the 
197Os, may perhaps still be valid today, in a different context. 

The subject of the evolution of fossil fuel production 
costs is certainly a key factor with respect to the future 
mobilization of energy resources. It is vital to study the way 
in which energy industry costs, and those of the oil and gas 
industry in particular, have evolved and will continue to 
evolve in response to further demand. 

Future increases in production seem to be more a 
question of economics than of the availability of resources. 
Even if uncertainty prevails with regard to the amount of 
energy reserves and the possibility of new discoveries, there 
is a certain consensus on the abundance of resources. There 
are significant reserves of coal and they will last for several 
centuries at the present rate of production. Oil and gas 
reserves are obviously less plentiful but they should meet 
energy needs for a large part of the next century. In spite of 
alarmist forecasts at the beginning of the 197Os, reserves have 
grown considerably over the last 25 years while at the same 
time satisfying sizable cumulative oil and gas consumption 
requirements. If we take nonconventional sources (extra 
heavy crudes, oil shales, tar sands) into account, it is clear 
that the resources exist. 

From the economic standpoint, satisfying consumers’ 
fossil fuel requirements will depend on both their production 
costs and on the ability to make them competitive on the 
consumer market. The foreseeable evolution in the CIF costs 
of the different fuels seems to be the relevant economic 
indicator. Logistics are an expensive item where solid fuels 
and natural gas are concerned, and provide a way in which to 
structure these comments. I shall start by analyzing coal from 
both angles, that of production costs and that of logistic costs. 
However I am not, as you know, an expert on this energy 
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source so I shall be brief. I then propose to examine the 
question of oil and gas. 

Over the last 15 years international coal trade has 
developed strongly, whereas CIF costs to the port of unload- 
ing in the importing country have decreased. An analysis of 
some coal industry characteristics will help us to understand 
the situation. 

Current coal production costs vary greatly from one 
country to another, and within the same country from one 
mine to another. Leaving aside exceptional cases, costs may 
range from $lO/ton in open cast American mines to around 
$l~DO/ton in less accessible European mines. This cost range 
is not so very different from that of oil and gas, except that 
much of world coal production (especially in Europe) is 
heavily subsidized. Of course international competition does 
not operate fully for social reasons and because solid fuel is 
often the country’s sole domestic source of energy. This 
practice is nevertheless being gradually phased out insofar as 
subsidies are becoming an increasing burden in the present 
unfavorable economic context, and the principle itself is 
everywhere proving incompatible with the current liberal and 
global trend. Coal production worldwide should, therefore, 
become increasingly competitive, with reduced costs com- 
patible with international price trends. 

At this point I think I should analyze the performance of i 
coal producers and exporters. The cost of coal is influenced ~ 
by a number of factors, causing it to rise or fall. First, there i 
is no international coal market cartel, hence competition is j 
fierce among exporting countries. This has led to signifi- ~ 
cantly improved performance in all segments of the coal 
industry (production, domestic transportation, international 
transportation). Second, another important feature of coal 
production is the high cost of manpower. Since 1980 the 
latter has increased significantly in most countries. However 
the trend toward open cast mining, the mechanization of a 
number of mines, more intensive use of more effective 
production methods (longwall mining systems, draglines, j 
etc .) have enabled considerable gains in productivity. In the 
space of 15 years the latter has been multiplied by a factor of 
2 in the USA, by 2.5 in Australia and by 3 in South Africa, 
resulting in an overall reduction in production costs. 

Similarly, domestic and international transportation costs, 
which account for a large share of the CIF cost of coal, have 
decreased. Shipping costs have decreased due to the use of 
larger ships and also on account of existing overcapacity. 
Domestic transport competition (rail or waterway) is gener- 
ally less fierce than on the international scale, due to 
monopolies, but gains in productivity have been achieved and 
they have had their repercussions on freight rates. In the 
United States, for instance, productivity gains in rail trans- 
port have increased by 50 percent since 1980, through the use / 
of aluminum cars, longer trains, automation and computer- / 
ization. 

It is difficult to foresee exactly what coal production 
costs will be in the next 10 years, but the falling trend in costs, 
related chiefly to improved productivity, should prevail and 
compensate for the factors that increase costs (manpower, 
more stringent regulations). Furthermore, outsiders have 
appeared on the market (Indonesia, Colombia, Venezuela, 
etc.), further increasing competition, and the move toward / 
open cast mining will continue. It is estimated that, world- 
wide, open cast mining will account for 50 percent of coal 
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produced in 2000. The trend is, therefore, likely to be toward 
more capital-intensive mines. Similarly, the gradual modi- 
fication of ports to enable them to accommodate large ships 
will provide economies of scale with respect to transport. 
CIF coal costs, in constant money, should, therefore, de- 
crease sliahtlv. I must point out, however, that the Interna- 
tional En&g; Agency sees things a little differently. In all 
events, if coal is increasingly used for electricity generation 
it is the cost of clean technology rather than that of production 
that is likely to be predominant. 

I will now come to the heart of my subject - oil and gas. 
I should like to make a short incursion into the past in order 
to throw some light on the present and the future. The first 
oil shock increased the price of oil and made consumers 
aware of their dependence on it and of the vulnerability of oil 
supplies. This feeling was intensified by the Iranian revolu- 
tion in 1978 and was the prelude to the second oil shock. 

In an attempt to replace the resources they lost during 
nationalizations by producing countries, the international oil 
companies launched into exploration and production in a 
manner that might be termed frantic. The higher prices of 
crude allowed them to return to more costly, mature areas 
such as the 48 lower states of the United States, and to 
prospect and develop fields in new, more difficult and 
geologically uncertain areas (North Sea, non-OPEC develop- 
ing countries, etc.). 

This resulted in a sharp increase in investment. Between 
1973 and 1982, investment in exploration and production 
worldwide doubled in constant money. Operating costs also 
increased sharply. Consequently, there was a significant rise 
in total production costs. There were virtually no incentives 
to control costs, crude prices were high and were expected to 
rise even higher, and in addition, the bulk of the increase in 
expenses was borne by the drastic tax systems instituted by 
the host countries (goldplating). The idea in everybody’s 
mind was to produce as fast as possible, at any price (or rather 
at any cost!). Experts predicted a constant and unavoidable 
increase in technical costs. What counted was access to 
reserves - and expensive, sophisticated enhanced recovery 
techniques were contemplated. The increased costs could at 
best be only slightly attenuated or deferred due to technical 
progress. The economic theory of exhaustible resources 
further strengthened the idea. 

This picture of the pre- 1980 oil industry that I have just 
painted is admittedly something of a caricature. I, neverthe- 
less, feel that it reflects the ideas and modes of behavior that 
prevailed at the time. Moreover, in that high-cost environ- 
ment, the oil industry strongly intensified scientific research. 
The extended research and development budgets made it 
possible to explore a whole series of new techniques, to 
establish a base of new knowledge that would pave the way 
to current achievements. 

Let us now return to the present situation. At first glance, 
compared to the end of the 1970s and the start of the 198Os, 
we might think we were living in another world. In the space 
of 15 short years, we have moved from a period of intense oil- 
related nationalism with high crude prices to a very liberal- 
ized environment with moderate crude prices. The interna- 
tional oil companies have extended their activity to virtually 
the entire planet (ex USSR, Venezuela, onshore China). 
Strong competition developed for the benefit of their know- 
how and the source of funding that they represent. Only a few 

countries, that can be counted on the fingers of one hand, 
(Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Mexico, etc.) are today closed to 
foreign upstream activity - and for how much longer? The 
idea of supply security has been abandoned in favor of the 
tyranny of cost cutting. The oil and gas industry has become 
fundamentally cost conscious, and this is in itself a cultural 
revolution. Between 1945 and the beginning of the 198Os, 
corporate power and efficiency was measured in terms of 
volume rather than cost. In the 1950s and 1960s the accent 
was on developing the cheap supply of IMiddle Eastern oil and 
finding outlets for it, and after the first oil shock the major 
concern, as I pointed out, was in finding new crude sources. 
It took the price collapse of 1985/1986 and the realization that 
its effect was lasting to fundamentally modify the industry’s 
pattern of behavior. 

In ten years considerable change ‘has taken place. With 
regard to costs, there has been a complete reversal in trends. 
Admittedly there was considerable scope for savings and a 
series of measures resulting in relatively marked reductions 
in costs were implemented without much difficulty. Never- 
theless, the really significant savings were achieved by major 
changes involving the use of more efficient techniques and a 
complete overhaul of work methods and corporate organiza- 
tion. 

The most important technical advances on an industrial 
scale concern seismic, drilling and production methods and 
schemes. ‘3D seismic has made it possible to discover smaller 
accumulations or more elusive traps,, to considerably de- 
crease the number of dry exploration and delineation wells, 
and to improve knowledge of the reservoir during production. 
With respect to drilling, which is often the largest item in 
upstream expenditure, great progress has been made and has 
led to increasingly complex well architecture, making it 
possible to exploit thinner geological formations providing 
access to hydrocarbons previously considered to be unrecov- 
erable. In addition to horizontal wells which are now 
common practice, we also have 2D multidrain configura- 
tions, then 30 multibranch configurat ions, along with highly 
deviated wells with complex trajectories. Furthermore, the 
use of slim hole drilling, chiefly for exploration purposes, is 
also a cost reducing factor. With respect to offshore, 
technological progress has mainly resulted in lighter plat- 
forms. A platform offering comparable technical perfor- 
mance is 30 to 50 percent lighter. Multiphase flow pumping 
is also starting to develop in some favorable cases, and this 
could in the long run replace offshore production platforms. 

The recent period is character(zed not so much by 
revolutionary technologies as by the ra.te at which technologi- 
cal innovations have spread. In harsh :geological and climatic 
conditions, the upstream oil sector tended to prefer proven 
technologies and innovations were brought in very gradually. 
However., necessity prevailed. In order to remain competi- 
tive in a context of durably moderate prices, the companies 
had to reconsider their traditional development schemes. But 
the proce.ss did not stop there, because at the same time the 
companies completely overhauled their organizational and 
operational methods and refocussed on their core business. 
They gave up those activities that did not coincide with their 
intrinsic skills or for which they did not have the critical size. 
Internally, in order to avoid the repetition of tasks and to 
promote an interprofessional approach, they abandoned the 
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sequential approach and instituted the multidisciplinary ap- 
proach whereby all the specialists involved (geologists, 
geophysicists and reservoir engineers) work together from 
the start of the project. New relationships were established 
with services and equipment companies. The latter relin- 
quished the role of supplier to become a full partner in the 
project, participating in its initial definition, implicated from 
the start in its execution, and earning their share of the profit 
through improved performance, for as somebody said in a BP 
report: “sharing the risk and pooling expertise brings signifi- 
cant profits. ” They have also assumed the management of 
smaller suppliers by offering integrated services. All these 
changes in fact streamlined corporate structures and contrib- 
uted to a certain standardization of equipment. 

The upstream oil industry has, therefore, undergone a 
complete mutation in the space of about ten years. The 
combination of rapidly spreading technical progress, im- 
proved operational efficiency, and intensified competition 
affecting the margins of all players has led to substantial 
reductions in costs. These reductions are the result of both 
lower operating costs and the improved efficiency of the 
operations themselves. This evolution can be be seen world- 
wide. The total cost reductions achieved by the industry as 
a whole can only be estimated. However in less than ten years 
the oil companies seem to have managed to cut the technical 
cost of the barrel by 30-40 percent. This is a remarkable 
achievement for an industry that is more than 100 years old, 
particularly in an increasingly difficult geological and tech- 
nical environment. 

What is the outlook for the years to come? First, we must 
remember that gains in costs have basically only affected 
those regions where the international oil companies were 
active. Around half of world oil production (Saudi Arabia, 
Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Mexico, Venezuela, Russia, China) has 
so far benefited very little from the progress that has taken 
place over the last ten years. The gradual opening up of some 
of these regions to foreign oil companies will not significantly 
cut costs but will provide access to substantial low or 
moderate cost crude oil potential. If geopolitical consider- 
ations of supply diversification were not involved, this would 
permit an affirmative answer to the question: “sufficient 
energy supply at falling prices?” 

There is one current feature of the oil industry that is 
paradoxical from the point of view of economic theory, and 
that is the fact of starting by producing high-cost resources. 
The balance between OPEC and non-OPEC production, and 
in the long run between the Middle East and the rest of the 
world, seems to constitute the constraint required to guaran- 
tee supply at acceptable prices. Contrary to the forecasts 
made in the early 198Os, instead of inexorably declining, non- 
OPEC production has never been healthier. Concern with the 
finite nature of oil and gas reserves seems to have been 
temporarily put aside. Technological progress and human 
creativity have pushed back the frontiers. 

Nevertheless, as shown by my previous historical re- 
view, the oil industry initiated its cost cutting policy at a time 
when there was great scope for gain. The experience 
acquired by the companies during the last decade has inexo- 
rably changed corporate thinking, but the situation ahead of 
us is perhaps less favorable. A slowdown in cost cutting over 

the last few years can be noted. Does this plateau mean that 
costs will rise? 

There is no immediate answer to this question due to the 
diversity of existing situations imd the disparity of available 
cost data. Nevertheless, there still seems to be scope for cost 
cutting but the opportunities are less visible due to more 
difficult production conditions, involving, problems of safety, 
of environmental protection and of dismantling installations, 
etc. Gains in costs are more difficult to achieve but the 
industry considers that it has not yet reached its limit and that 
there are still significant gains to be made. 

So, with an adequate amount of research, there is still 
considerable scope for progres:s. For instance, the success 
rate in exploration can still be improved by the untiring search 
for improved knowledge of basi:ns, for a better understanding 
of the conditions of hydrocarbon generation, and by the use 
of increasingly sophisticated seismic imaging techniques. 
Ten years ago the success rate: was one well out of seven 
drilled, and today it is one out of four in known areas, and the 
target of one out of three by the ‘beginning of the 21st century 
is feasible. Similarly, significant gains in drilling are still 
possible, both in terms of cost cutting and increased recovery 
rates. Furthermore, there is another area with strong poten- 
tial for cost cutting and that is; offshore production. It is 
growing steadily and concerns an increasing number of 
countries. A large proportion of costs stems from the neces- 
sity to install production platforms for processing the pro- 
duced effluents before shipping them to the coast. The 
continuing progress in subsea production and multiphase 
pumping, the capacity to prevent hydrate formation in 
pipelines, and the resolution of problems of measuring 
effluents should gradually make it possible to limit the use of 
deep water production platforms. 

All these developments should not only contribute to a 
reduction in costs, but more specifically they should provide 
access to new reserves. The latter will, of course, stem from 
new discoveries, but they will also, to a large extent, result 
from the mobilization of known resources that were hitherto 
unexploited because they were .iocated in small, more com- 
plex, deeper and more inaccessible fields. The 200 Mb 
offshore field at a water depth of 150 m will always be 
welcome, but the new frontier of the oil industry today 
consists largely in better exploiting the potential that exists in 
mature areas or areas nearing maturity on which there is 
plenty of knowledge and where considerable infrastructure 
already exists. It is in this context that we can ensure 
“sufficient supply at falling prices.” In this respect, the 
example of the United States is encouraging. Although the 
extent to which the country has been explored is without 
parallel, the American companies manage somehow to renew 
reserves in proportions corresponding approximately to the 
year’s production. Areas like th’e Gulf of Mexico have a new 
life ahead of them, due mainly to deep water developments. 
Fields located at depths of over 1000 m, such as Shell’s 
Mensa project at a depth of 16001 m, are taking over from the 
more traditional types of production. 

Similarly, assuming a constant oil price in constant 
money, production prospects for non-OPEC countries seem 
reasonably safe up to 2000, with these regions likely to 
produce an extra 4-5 mb/d. Overall, these projections should 
remain valid, even if oil prices fall only slightly. A more 
marked fall in prices, which can never be excluded due to 
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OPEC’s difficulty in keeping to its production ceiling, would 
not really affect supplies until after 2000 in view of the long 
lead times involved in oil and gas production and of the large 
proportion of initial fixed costs in production costs. 

I have already mentioned the organizational changes that 
have taken place within the oil and gas industry. I feel that 
there is scope for still more change. Integrated service 
suppliers will be able to offer the companies even more 
complete services. Moreover, strategic alliances between 
companies and the major equipment and service companies 
are likely to develop further. The companies have come to 
realize over the last few years that individual attempts by the 
different players (companies and suppliers) to reduce costs 
can lead to a less than optimum situation, due to the loss of 
efficiency at the company-supplier interface. By fully 
involving the main suppliers from the design stage of the 
development of a field, new possibilities for cost cutting are 
apparent and this allows overall optimization of operations. 
This approach seems to have potential for substantial savings 
with respect to the various petroleum-related operations. 

These are my feelings with regard to the current situa- 
tion. However my long experience with the oil industry has 
taught me that most economic projections in the field of 
energy turn out in practice to be wrong. We would be better 
advised to follow the realistic approach of the well known 
French writer Saint Exupery who said “the future is not 
something one predicts, one has to make it happen.” 

In my view the oil industry is clearly heading in this 
direction. The progress achieved through technological 
impetus and the revolution in operational methods will help 
it to prepare to meet the challenges of the future, that is to 
ensure “sufficient supply at falling prices” in the short and 
medium term, and in the longer term to enable the mobiliza- 
tion of nonconventional hydrocarbons as efficiently and 
economically as possible. 

I would now like to briefly mention the prospects for 
natural gas. Generally speaking, production costs of natural 
gas throughout the world are not as well known and are less 
studied than those of coal or oil. Costs vary greatly according 
to the size of the field, its location, the water depth if it is 
offshore, and climatic conditions. Natural gas production 
uses the same techniques as oil production and is generally 
carried out by the same companies. Although there are some 
constraints that are specific to natural gas production, most 
of the gains in production costs that we have just observed for 
oil apply equally to natural gas. 

Consequently I think it is more relevant to look at the cost 
of logistics. International transports costs, whether by 
pipeline or methane carrier, constitute a major component of 
the cost of gas delivered to the consumer country, as we have 
already noted. Around 45 percent of the total cost of 
delivered gas is pipeline transportation costs and transit fees 
payable to the countries concerned when it is shipped in 
gaseous state, or the cost of domestic transportation from the 
field to the coast, liquefaction and transportation by methane 
carrier when the gas is shipped in liquid state. This is an 
estimation of the situation in France in 1995. France uses 
four natural gas suppliers: two of them are relatively close to 
France (the Netherlands and Norway) and their costs of gas 
delivered to the French frontier are fairly low. This is why 
45 percent is in reality very low in relation to the situation that 
will prevail in Europe in the years to come. When the time 

comes for gas to be supplied by producers that are further 
afield, transportation could amount to 60-80 percent of the 
CIF cost. The overland transportation of natural gas is 3 to 
5 times greater than that of oil for the same amount of energy, 
and the cost of maritime transportation by methane carrier is 
approximately 10 times higher. This puts into perspective the 
implications of reductions in logistical costs for a sufficient 
supply of natural gas in a moderate energy price context. On 
the basis of current prices and costs, many more distant 
sources of natural gas are not competitive. If there is a 
reduction in energy prices, natural gas would be the fossil fuel 
whose development is most likely to be affected, in spite of 
its undeniable advantages in terms of supply source diversi- 
fication, lower CO, emissions and its efficiency in electricity 
generation. It is, therefore, urgent to reduce transportation 
costs. 

Like oil production, cost cutting will be the result of 
better standardization of equipment, increased competition 
and very cost-conscious project teams. Nevertheless, since 
natural gas transportation is intrinsically capital-intensive, 
potential gains will be related to technological progress and 
economies of scale. This is particularly true for natural gas 
transportation by methane carrier. In v:lew of the technologi- 
cal advances currently achieved, we can today contemplate 
the possibility of doubling the unit size of liquefaction trains 
and using larger capacity methane carriers. These develop- 
ments would allow an immediate overall gain of around 10 
percent, which could be increased tam 20-25 percent with 
greater technological changes. With respect to natural gas 
transportation by overland or subsea pipeline, in addition to 
the economies of scale already mentioned, there is potential 
for cost cutting through improved steel quality which would 
make it possible to reduce pipe thickness and welding time 
and consequently the time required for laying the pipeline. 
This factor has a significant impact on costs where subsea 
pipelines are concerned. 

These cost reductions are fundamental for two reasons. 
First they will make new gas projects cost effective and 
second they will allow acceptable prices to be charged for gas 
delivered to consumer countries. However, the development 
of sufficient natural gas supplies will no doubt involve some 
thinking on the principle of fixing gas prices. The very high 
value of natural gas in some of its applications, such as 
electricity generation, should earn it a premium and possibly 
lead, in the long term, to disassociatioc, of its price from that 
of oil. Pricing formulas that protect the seller against a fall 
in oil prices and the purchaser against the risk of a rise in 
prices should be designed. There is scope here for energy 
economists. 

I conclude by returning to the question of oil. The last 
25 years seem to have illustrated the fact that oil costs and 
prices follow similar trends. When prices rise, costs also 
increase, causing the industry to turn to new regions with 
costly barriers to cross in terms of technology and infrastruc- 
ture. On the other hand, once prices have decreased, the 
companies have further exploited their assets, made full use 
of the existing infrastructure, developed greater synergy with 
their main suppliers (both in terms of reduced cost of services 
and through strategic alliances formed) and have thus achieved 
significant cost reductions. We have seen that, unless there 
is a price collapse, there are good prospects in the medium 
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~ up this process only with assistance from developed countries One of the significant problems here is to consider equal 
and this assistance cannot be limited only to consulting and ~ rights of the energy users in relation to the rights of producers 
advice, but must include financial resources as well, on and distributors of energy. 
conditions it is possible for the Eastern European countries to 

1 accept. 
Elimination of barriers in trade and liberalization will Fossil Fuel Production Costs (confirmedfrom page 25) 

increase the amount of transported goods and will cause 
environmental deterioration, especially since it will be mostly / term for balanced production between OPEC and non-OPEC 

road transport requiring new routes causing an increase of ! regions, that is, until the beginning of the next century. After 

toxic emissions, noise, etc. This will probably present new / that, modifications in the geopolitical environment and in the 

problems, which will have to be solved. So far not much ~ supply-demand balance could completely change the picture. 

attention has been paid to this issue. j I will, therefore, conclude on a low-key note by simply 

Further Reforms 
expressing my confidence in the creativity and capacity to 
adapt of our industry in meeting the challenges that are bound 

It is necessary to carry out the complex reform of to arise. There is a saying in France that “uniformity leads 

companies in the energy sector and to set up competitive to boredom.” Well, we shall never be bored in the oil and gas 

structures. The majority of companies in the energy sector industry. 

still operate as national enterprises. This means that these References 
companies have a monopoly in the field of energy supply and 
are able to effectively protect their interests at the expense of 
energy consumers. Once the monopoly is abolished, or at 
least limited, the opportunity may appear for competition in 
the field of energy supply. 

In the first stage, after small companies were privatized, 
the second stage was initiated, in which large enterprises 
were turned into state treasury ventures. Total privatization 
is expected to be completed in the third stage, after legislative 
processes have been finished, the value of the property has 
been realistically established and energy prices have risen to 
world levels. The strengthening of the private sector and its 
development is necessary to increase the efficiency of the 
energy sector and the effectiveness of energy use. 

Further changes should include: 

l Establishment of an institutional basis to support the 
transition process; 

l Introduction of new methods of economic management 
adapted to market conditions; 

l Modernization of the technical infrastructure in the energy 
sectors including environmental protection; and 

l Reaching the status in which both import and export of 
energy are possible on the basis of the market economy; 
this may happen only after complete convertibility of the 
national currency has been introduced. 
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Polish Association Elects Krawczynski 

The IAEE Polish Affiliate has elected a new President, 
Dr. Franciszek Krawczynski, Director of Energy Planning in 
the Ministry of Planning, Warsaw. ,4t the same time the 
members adopted a new program to take a more active role 
in promoting international energy issues in the economy of 
Poland, most importantly to reflect the views and needs of 
consumers on the direction of energy policy. There are now 
30 individual members and five institutional members of the 
Polish IAEE Affiliate, the Association for the Polish Energy 
Economy. 
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